
The Mark of the Beast is in the LOCAL Stores!

There is a mark already appearing in MANY LOCAL stores! And they actually call it a "mark"! It's called the
"Halal Mark" and it's a badge of servitude to Islamic Sharia Law. Muslim leaders publicly admit that their
goal is to have this mark on EVERY product & service in the WORLD and that ONLY products & services
with the Halal Mark will be allowed to be bought & sold. This is what they are publicly saying! It is already
LAW in some nations such as Iran, Syria, Saudi Arabia & others that some products cannot be bought or sold
without this mark. In MANY nations such as Nigeria & Australia (& the city of Detroit), even if not yet law,
it's almost impossible to find food without the mark. ALMOST EVERY LARGE CORPORATION in the
world has already registered to receive their 666 number in order to put the Halal Mark on their products &
services.  This  includes  Kraft  Foods,  Nestle,  Coca-Cola,  Pepsi,  McDonald's,  Subway,  Avon,  Butterball,
Campbell  Soups,  Colgate-Palmolive,  Con-Agra  Food,  Koch  Foods,  Kellogg's,  KFC,  Krispy  Kreme,
Starbucks, Tyson Foods & MANY more! The mark is already appearing on Similac baby formulas, Abbott
brand Pedialyte, Ensure Protein Drinks, Tom of Maine's products & more!  In order to display the Halal Mark
on their products, the company agrees to submit to Islamic Sharia Law including having their products prayed
over & sacrificed to Allah. In MOST chicken/turkey factories in USA, Australia & across the world, the
animal is slaughtered at the point of death while facing Mecca,  Saudi Arabia, while a CD is playing an
Islamic prayer in order to sacrifice the animal to Allah in direct rebellion to Rev.2:14, 21. 

Most people claim that the Halal (pronounced "Ha-law") Mark is no different than the Jewish Kosher symbol
which means that the food does not contain items prohibited in the Old Testament such as pork, shrimp &
alcohol. However, they do not understand that the Halal Mark goes FAR beyond that! It's NOT just meats &
other foods. The Halal  Mark is being placed on fruits & vegetables, cosmetics, deodorant, airplane trips,
hotels, car rentals and much more. Kosher products are NOT required by law and are not trying to conquer
the world with Islamic Sharia Law. 

    Also, the word  "Halal" is an Assyrian word that means:
Strong's Bible Concordance (Dictionary) word #H2490 - chalal (Aramaic Assyrian word for halal)
1) to profane, defile, pollute, desecrate (Daniel 11:31 to profane oneself, defile oneself, pollute oneself

a) ritually (many halal meats are brutally & ritually sacrificed to Allah)
b) sexually (to commit fornication: Rev. 17:5)

2) to be polluted, be defiled (Halal doesn't mean clean foods, but rather products & services that have been 
made unclean/defiled/poluted by pagan sacrifice/prayer!)

1) to profane, make common, defile, pollute (to take what is clean & defile it, make it unclean)
2) to violate the honor of, dishonor
3) to violate (a covenant) (Nehemiah 13:17 Psalm 89:39 Ezekiel 22:8)
c) to profane the name of God (Lev.18:21; 19:8)
1) to let be profaned
2) to wound (fatally), bore through, pierce, bore
a) to pierce, to brand, engrave sign/MARK of ownership/slavery. (Same meaning of "mark" G5480 in Rev.13!)
b) to be slain (halal meats are brutally slain)
c) to wound, pierce
d) to be wounded to prostitute (Lev. 19:29, Mother of harlots Rev. 17:5)

                                                                                                     See pictures of the Halal Mark on the other side!



Below are some different versions of the Halal Mark on many products & services across the globe:

The most common Halal Mark is the Crescent Moon with the letter M.

    Reasons         to         boycott         all         H      alal         products         and         services:      
   -Animals are brutally killed, not humanely.
   -Animals are ritualistically sacrificed to idol/Allah
   -Halal certification funds Islamic terrorism
   -Halal certified companies support Islam
   -The Halal mark/seal/stamp is the mark of the Islamic beast
   -Halal is part of worldwide Islamic Sharia Law which admittedly aims to conquer the entire world.

    Stages         of         H      alal         (  B  oycott         all         3)      
1. Company becomes Halal compliant, seeks to appease Muslims. (boycott)
2. Company/product/service becomes Halal certified. (very serious boycott)
3. Mark is displayed on product/service. (Avoid at ALL cost!!! Mark of the beast is upon 

product or service!!!)

How to quickly identify marked products: You don't have to remember all 21+ symbols. Just
look for a crescent moon or the letter H or the word "Halal" or some Arabic looking writing.  If
you see ANY of these, the product is probably marked by the beast! Avoid at all cost!

People believe that 666 must be a microchip, credit card, bar code or a new currency. However, there has
NEVER been anyone beheaded for refusing a microchip, credit card or currency. However, MANY people are
already being beheaded for refusing Islamic Sharia Law, which the Halal Mark is part of! The Holy Bible tells us
that people in the end times would be beheaded for refusing this mark of Sharia Law of the Islamic antichrist who
is Bashar Assad, the president of Syria. When John wrote Rev.13, he didn't write the numbers "666". He actually
drew the 3 symbols of the Nazi Swastika, the name Allah & the Communist Flag of the hammer & sickle. The
word "man" in the phrase "number of man" in Greek does NOT refer only to the one man Antichrist but rather in
Greek means "humans" & the word "number" means "groups". So 666 is the groups of humans who follow the
Antichrist.  These are  the Nazis,  Muslims & Communists.  Russia,  Syria,  Iran & China all  endorse & protect
Bashar Assad who is the Islamic Mahdi. Soon the USA/NATO will directly attack Assad but won't be successful at
removing the Antichrist from power, thus propelling WW3 & The Great Tribulation. There is NO pre-Trib rapture!
Acceptance of the Halal Mark is evidence of what is spiritually in our foreheads/minds & hands/works, i.e. acceptance of
Nazism,  Islam or  Communism/Democrat  party,  rejection  of  the  10  Commandments,  rejection  of  the  7th  Day Sabbath
& Holy Days of the Bible (Exodus 13:6-9,16 Deut. 11:16) & other sins against Jesus.     Please consider copying this gospel
tract & distributing to your family, friends, coworkers, neighbors, churches & in your community & across the world!

Learn more at www.isawthelightministries.com/halal.html


